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The value of Data
Making decisions based on data is nothing 

new. Now it is much easier, simply.
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Why now?

At the beginning

1 computer = 1 program = 1 user
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After a while

1 computer = N programs = M users

Why now?
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Then

1 computer = N programs = 1 user

Why now?
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A few years ago we reach thepresent situation.

From a user perspective:

M computers = N programs = 1 user

Why now?
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The “cloud” is a necessary  

condition to process big data,  

but not the main cause of the Big  

Data fever.

Why now?
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Big Data

What is Big Data?

•For some people, they have big data when its  

size > 65536 x 256.

• In general wehave big data when its size does  

not allow its storage and analysis in a big  

computer.
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Wal-Mart handles over one million customer  

transaction per hour, the information is  

stored on a database sized in excess of 2.5  

Petabytes (2,0 × 1016 bits).

By 2016 it is likely that a typical hospital will  

create 665 terabytes (5.32 × 1015 bits) of data  

a year.

Big Data
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Big data is more than size.

It is commonly characterized with fourV:

Volume VarietyVelocity Veracity

Big Data
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The cloud is key to deal with the  

three V, but the main phenomenon  

behind Big Datais datification.

The three/four V are a consequence of

it.

Key enabler

Big Data
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Dec16, IBM Marketing Cloud report, “10 Key Marketing Trends For 2017”

DATA VOLUME
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14

DATA VARIETY
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Datification

We are rendering into data many aspects  

of the world that have never been  

quantified before:

business networks books I’m reading location  

physical activity consumed food purchases

physiological signals straight thoughts friendship  

gaze driving behavior
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Intuitive and interactive 
user interfaces

Big Data
Infrastructures (3Vs)

Advanced Analytics

v

What is “Big” Data for me? 
16

Base technologies
Enhanced 

Insight

Process 
Automation

Improved 
Decision 
Making
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Descriptive 
 Reporting
 Scorecard
 Customer segmentation
 Market research
 Social network analysis
 Dataset summarization
 Multivariate correlation
 Anomaly detection

Predictive
 Analytical CRM
 Customer retention 
 Direct Marketing 
 Demand forecasting
 Predictive financial models
 Wallet share estimation 
 Credit risk
 Accounts Payable Recovery
 Location of new stores
 Product layout in stores
 Price sensitivity
 Medical diagnosis 
 Lead prioritization 
 Call center optimization 
 Inventory Management 

Prescriptive
 Travel and Transportation 

Optimization
 Planning Strategic Optimization
 Planning Manufacturing 

Optimization 
 Equipment maintenance 
 Dynamic pricing 
 Networked infrastructure 

optimization 
 Personalized recommendation

Analytics 
Maturity
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Data Analytics Capabilities

Artificial Intelligence: Machine Learning
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Learning Analytics: definition

There are many definitions of Learning Analytics. 

One popular definition states that learning analytics are “the 
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about 
learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and 
optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” 
[Siemens, 2011]. 

Erik Duval [Duval, 2012] has proposed the following definition: 
“learning analytics is about collecting traces that learners leave 
behind and using those traces to improve learning”. Rebecca 
Ferguson [Ferguson, 2014] places learning analytics in a 
continuum:

• High-level figures: Which can provide an overview for 
internal and external reports and used for organizational 
planning purposes.

• Academic analytics: Figures on retention and success, used 
by the institution to assess performance.

• Educational data mining: Searching for patterns in the data.
• Learning analytics: Use of data, which may include ‘big data’, 

to provide actionable intelligence for learners and teachers.



STUDENT ACQUISITION

Social media data leverage 
and use to understand 
students preferences, 
opinions and similar tastes. 
NLP and Sentiment 
Analysis are applied

STUDENT CONDUCT

A student’s profile, archival 

conduct and demographic 
information provide 
precise and dependable 
prognosis. 

RESEARCH 
OPTIMIZATION

IMPROVING TEACHING 
EFFICIENCY

Learning Analytics: applications

Collaborative cloud based 
Big Data analytics provide 
insights thereby allowing 
researchers across the 
globe to find likeminded 
people who could 
contribute to the projects. 

Instantaneous feedback 
helps to determine the 
student’s learning curve, 
detect student 
requirements, foresee 
future performances and 
enables teachers to 
make effective changes 
in the teaching 
methodologies 

Learning 
Analytics
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There are many advantages in using Learning Analytics in Higher Education [Scatler
et al., 2016]:

1.As a tool for quality assurance and quality improvement - with many teaching
staff using data to improve their own practice, and many institutions using learning
analytics as a diagnostic tool on both an individual level (e.g. identifying issues) and
a systematic level (e.g. informing the design of modules and degree programs).

2. As a tool for boosting retention rates, with institutions using analytics to identify
at risk students and intervening with advice and support at an earlier stage than
would otherwise be possible.

3. As a tool for assessing and acting upon differential outcomes among the
student population, with analytics being used to closely monitor the engagement
and progress of sub-groups of students, such as BME students or students from low
participation areas, relative to the whole student body, prior to assessment results
being made available.

4. As an enabler for the development and introduction of adaptive learning – i.e.
personalized learning delivered at scale, whereby students are directed to learning
materials on the basis of their previous interactions with, and understanding of,
related content and tasks.

Learning Analytics: applications
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Learning analytics: big data support

One issue for 
institutions 
wishing to invest 
in learning 
analytics is the 
nascent state of 
the relevant 
technologies and 
the lack of 
consolidation in 
the marketplace. 
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Learning Analytics: increasing interest

In addition, in the last five years, successful initiatives related to dissemination and research have been launched, such as:

• International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK), which will celebrate its eighth edition during 2018;
• SolAR (SoLAR), Learning Analytics Community Exchange (LACE) or Predictive Analytics Reporting Framework (PAR) projects
• Learning Analytics Summer Institutes (LASI), organized by SoLAR (Society for Learning Analytics Research)
• Journal of Learning Analytics (JLA)
• Seminars on Learning Analytics of the University of Michigan (SLAM)
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Degree Compass matches students with courses that best suits their
capability. The project was inspired by the recommendation systems
developed by Netflix, Amazon and Pandora. Degree Compass uses
predictive analytics techniques established on grade and enrolment data
and ranks courses in accordance to factors that determine how helpful a
particular course might be to the student to advance through the degree
program. Tools such as Tableau, Quibble, Qlike and the others can analyze
educational data. [13] The Electro Encephalography (EEG) sensors measure
brain’s electric activity and determine the attention level.

EEGs which are available at much affordable prices can be used to
determine the focus level of students of a particular cohort during lectures.
The data obtained from these sensors can be fed to Big Data systems for
predictive analysis.

Learning Analytics: success cases
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Learning Analytics: success cases

As with many other universities, New 
York Institute of Technology (NYIT) has 
a problem with retention and wished to 
intervene early with at-risk students. 

» Data on previous students was used to train the model using four different mathematical approaches
» Key risk factors included grades, the major subject and the student’s certainty in their choice of major subject, and
financial data such as parental contribution to fees
» Dashboards were developed for support staff showing whether each student was predicted to return to their studies the
following year, the percentage confidence in that prediction from the model and the reasons for the prediction – this
provided a basis for discussion with the student
» Recall of the model is 74%; in other words, approximately three out of every four students who do not return to their
studies the following year had been predicted as at-risk by the model. This high recall factor is due to the choice of model as
well as the inclusion of a wider range of data than other similar models. Financial and student survey data were included in
the model as well as pre-enrolment data
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» Engagement scores are calculated from VLE access, library usage, card swipes and
assignment submissions
» Tutors are prompted to contact students when their engagement drops off; staff
find this a valuable resource
» The provision of the Dashboard has helped to build better relations between
students and personal tutors
» The Dashboard is having positive impacts on behavior: tutors discuss engagement
with their students and some learners find that seeing their own engagement is a
positive spur to stay engaged
» Transparency and a close partnership approach has been critical to the success of
the initiative, and has reduced ethical concerns about the use of student data
» The provision of the Dashboard is now expected by staff and students, and the
project has helped to extend the culture of data-driven decision making across the
University Learning Analytics in Higher Education

Learning Analytics: success cases

The NTU Student Dashboard measures students’ engagement with
their course; the University has found engagement to be a stronger
predictor of success than background characteristics.
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Advanced Design of e-Learning Applications Personalizing Teaching to Improve Virtual 
Education

Early detection system of problems in courses with e-valUAM
(https://e-valuam.ii.uam.es) 

Intelligent Tutor System for archeological sites

https://e-valuam.ii.uam.es/
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Identifies soft skills and matches them to existing online courses

User’s profile

Recommender
system

Personalized
training
recommendations
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Internal and
external
SKILLS

Determine the
specific VALUE for  
the organization

Data Sets
ACCESS &  
QUALITY 

v

Main challenges
31
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PARTNERS

COLLABORATING ENTITIES

GOALS
Breake entry barriers
Prototype innovative solutions
Train supply and demand within the 
new data culture
Create a reference ecosistem

v

The Big Data Center of Excellence Barcelona
32

Launched February 2015
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4 Activity Pillars

KNOWLEDGE GENERATION

TECHNOLOGY & KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

TRAINING & EDUCATION

DISSEMINATION
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AT1. Technological Maturity

AT2. Data Economy

AT3. Data Privacy & Ethics

AT4. Data-driven organizations

AT5. Skills Development

AT6. Social perception

AT7. Data for Social Good

Knowledge Generation
The Big Data Working Group

‘How to build 
data driven 
organizations’

‘Code of 
Conduct for 
opening & 
sharing data’
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Technology & Knowledge Transfer
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Technology & Knowledge Transfer

Since February 2015 …

+100TB of data explored
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Training Collaborations Internship @ CoE
Categorization of Master and 

Post-Graduate studies

Big Data Talent Awards
Job offers for graduates and 

professionals

Training and Education
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FIRST AND SECOND EDITION OF THE BIG DATA CONGRESS

 +600 attendees
 Streaming: + 300

 Average: 8/10 
 90% would recommend the congress

 +100 impacts on national media

SEMINARS AND EVENTS

Speakers in  >40 events where our activities or data based opportunities where presented. Of Note:
• Science|Business: Innovation 4Growth
• FestiBITY
• Marketing Intelligence & Big Data – IL3
• Jornada Big Data Vic Integració Tecn.
• Diada de les Telecomunicacions
• SmartcityExpo

SECTORIAL WORKSHOPS

Dissemination

AMB LA PARTICIPACIÓ DE:

Retail Toursim
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Public 
Administra-

tions

Congress & 
Events

Universities

Community 
Based 

Activities

Individuals

User 
Companies

Tech 
Companies

Other 
Organiza-

tions

Promoting synergies
39(non-exhaustive)
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